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State Records Center and California State Archives 

While similar in the storage of records, the State Records Center and California State 
archives have several important differences for state agencies to be aware of. 

State Records Center  

The State Records Center, or SRC, is an 
offsite storage warehouse run by the 
Dept. of General Services. The SRC offers 
convenient, low-cost, and secure storage 
of records for state agencies. Records 
stored at the SRC typically are records 
that must be retained by the agency but 
are not accessed in their day-to-day 
operations. Records at the SRC remain the 
property of the depositing agency.   

Sending Records to the SRC 

State agencies are encouraged to use the 
SRC for its cost-saving benefits. Records 
sent to the SCR must be included in the 
current records retention schedule. Current 
schedules are those approved within the 
last 5 years. To store records, agency 
should contact the SRC for instructions. A 
completed Records Transfer Form (STD. 
71) is required by the SRC prior to 
scheduling the transfer.  

State Records Center Contact 

3240 Industrial Blvd. 
West Sacramento, CA 95691 
Phone: (916) 375-6760 
Email: StateRecordsCenter@dgs.ca.gov 
 

California State Archives 

The State Archives is the repository for 
historic records of state government. The 
State Archives, in contrast to the SRC, 
receive records from state agencies that 
have been identified by SRAP as having 
historic value and have reached the end of 
their retention. These records should no 
longer be of use to the agency.   

Transferring Records to the State Archives 

After records reach the end of their 
retention, the agency should contact SRAP 
for guidance on transferring the records. 
Once records are accepted for transfer, 
you will need to complete the Archives 
transfer agreement (CSA-TL-01), not the 
STD. 71. The archivist will then coordinate 
the transfer time and method.  

Accessing the Records 

Legal ownership of the records transfer to 
the Archives along the records. Records 
are therefore not returned to agencies. 
Access can be accessed in the State 
Archives Reference Room during normal 
hours. Because the records are available 
for research, records with legal restrictions 
should be identified when transferred.   
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